
Elimination of Lag in Indexes
for Refined Petroleum Products

Effective with this issue of Producer Price Indexes,
the 1-month lag in indexes for refined petroleum prod-
ucts has been eliminated. This significant improvement
in the timeliness of refined petroleum prices has been
made in connection with the conversion of the
petroleum refining industry indexes to the methodology
of the Producer Price Index Revision.

The 1-month lag in indexes for major refined
petroleum products (e.g., gasoline, home heating oil,
and diesel fuel) was caused by a price reporting system
unique to those items since February 1973. Since then,
prices have been derived from each reporting company
by dividing an entire month's revenue from each kind of
petroleum product by the corresponding monthly
volume of shipments. Because the entire month's data
have not been available until after the end of the month,
refined petroleum product prices have been included in
the PPI with a 1-month lag, rather than on a current
basis.

Hereafter, companies will directly report petroleum
product prices that cover transactions through mid-
month. Prices for these items can then be integrated
with all other price reports on a current, rather than a
lagged, basis.

June 1985 data for refined petroleum products have
been revised to reflect June price movements instead of
those for May. These revised data are shown in tables 6
and 7. June indexes for all Producer Price Indexes that
are affected to any degree by refined petroleum prod-
ucts (commodity grouping indexes such as Industrial
Commodities, stage-of-processsing indexes such as
Finished Goods, durability-of-product indexes such as
Total Nondurables, and so on) have been treated in the
same way.

New seasonal factors, which reflect the revised
method of pricing refined petroleum products, have
been calculated for use in the balance of 1985, and
replace seasonal factors released earlier this year.

The table below shows the originally published and
revised percent changes from May to June on a

seasonally adjusted basis for selected stage-of-
processing series. The differences between the two sets
of data reveal the impact of the elimination of the
1-month lag in refined petroleum products.

Index

Finished goods
Finished energy goods

Intermediate goods
Intermediate energy goods

Originally
published

0
-2.0

0
-.7

Revisi

-0.2
-3.3

-.4
-2.7

To permit interested data users to assess the impact of
the change in pricing, the Bureau of Labor Statistics will
make available, on request, unofficial estimates for all
affected series based on unlagged data for the period
from July 1983 to July 1985.

As a result of the conversion of refined petroleum
products to the new methodology, the Bureau has
eliminated regional indexes for these items which had
appeared in table 7 of this report. This change has
already been announced, along with guidance to users
who may wish to substitute indexes already published
by the U.S. Department of Energy, in each issue this
year. In addition, average prices are no longer published
for refined petroleum products at either the national or
regional level.

Effective in July 1985, the index for diesel fuel to
commercial consumers (commodity code 05-73-03-01)
has been discontinued. This series is now published in
table 4 under product code 2911-313-1, diesel fuel,
direct sales to end users, as part of the petroleum refining
industry (sic code 2911). Despite the minor change in
description (reflecting the expansion of this category to
include other end users except sales through retail
outlets), these two indexes are directly comparable. The
discontinued table 6 index will be rebased to June
1985 = 100 and attached to the history of this PPI Revi-
sion index.
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